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Abstract
Sampling from a Boltzmann distribution is NP-hard and so requires heuristic approaches. Quantum annealing is one promising candidate. The failure of annealing dynamics to equilibrate on
practical time scales is a well understood limitation, but does not always prevent a heuristically
useful distribution from being generated. In this paper we evaluate several methods for determining
a useful operational temperature range for annealers. We show that even where distributions deviate from the Boltzmann distribution due to ergodicity breaking these estimates can be useful. We
introduce the concepts of local and global temperatures that are captured by different estimation
methods. We argue that for practical application it often makes sense to analyze annealers that
are subject to post-processing in order to isolate the macroscopic distribution deviations that are a
practical barrier to their application.
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Introduction

Boltzmann distributions are important in many areas of science, and sampling from these distributions is a major bottleneck in many interesting applications. The tasks of uniform generation,
approximate counting, and inference (e.g., estimation of marginal probabilities), are often NPhard [1, 2, 3]. Heuristic samplers that sample approximately from a Boltzmann distributions are
applied in practice to large scale problems (for example in machine learning [4]).
One approach to heuristic sampling is to use an annealer. Whether thermal or quantum, an
annealer generates independent samples by slowly transforming an easily prepared initial state
into a random final state associated to a given objective function [5, 6]. In the case of simulated
thermal annealing (STA), an initial random sample is evolved through a schedule of decreasing
temperature towards a specified terminal temperature [6, 7]. In quantum annealing the initial state
is a uniform superposition of states, and the final state is a classical sample drawn according to
a diagonalized Hamiltonian operator [5]. D-Wave1 processors are designed to carry out a specific
quantum annealing algorithm in a quantum processing unit.
Although annealers have primarily been considered in the context of optimization, they can
also be used as heuristic samplers of Boltzmann distributions. Previous studies have indicated that
samples produced by the D-Wave quantum annealers may produce samples well described by finite
temperature Boltzmann distributions [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
In this paper we investigate several methods for determining how close sample distributions
produced by annealers are to a family of Boltzmann distributions parameterized by inverse temperature β. We evaluate these methods by applying them to the problem of estimating the parameter
β best describing samples drawn from an annealer. In particular, we use the latest-model D-Wave
quantum annealer the D-Wave 2X (DW2X) [14, 15, 16, 17]. Samples from a classical STA algorithm
∗
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are also used to serve as a point of comparison. A simple parameterization for these annealers is
studied, sample quality shown here does not reflect performance of suitably-tuned versions of these
annealers.
We observe a significant difference between local (subspace) and global (full space) features of
annealer samples when compared to the Boltzmann distribution. We find that even though samples
are locally similar to a Boltzmann distribution, the global deviation can be large. Global warming,
the fact that global distributional features indicate a higher temperature than local distributional
features will be emphasized. For distributions that are close to Boltzmann, we consider several
estimators of inverse temperature and evaluate their efficacy. We consider two knobs for each
annealer that modify the heuristic distributions generated: rescaling STA terminal temperature,
rescaling an analogous DW2X parameter, or changing annealing time (either in STA or DW2X).
By contrasting results from DW2X with STA, we show that differences in annealer dynamics
affect temperature estimates in different ways with respect to the two rescaling parameters. However
more generally we find qualitative similarities between the two types of annealers on the range and
size of problems studied.
We can treat our heuristic samplers as black-boxes and consider temperature estimation as the
problem of determining the best fit amongst a single-parameter exponential family of models. This
problem has a long history, and best practice is well established [18, 19, 20]. Inference of Ising models
parameters under some systematic schemes is NP-hard [21, 18]. However, heuristic approaches such
as log-pseudo-likelihood are known to perform well in practice [22], and some schemes are provably
convergent with reasonable resources [23, 24]. Bhattacharya et al. [24] recently considered the
log-pseudo-likelihood estimator for β and found that estimation based on only a single sample is
possible; their focus was primarily on the convergence properties of this estimator. Multi-parameter
estimation (estimation of couplings and fields) is more commonly studied, and is pertinent to the
class of Ising models we study, though beyond the scope of this paper. In this context, efficient
methods of estimation for strongly interacting models include pseudo-likelihood and variational
approaches [25, 26, 27].
Many recent papers have shown that physical quantum annealers approximate Boltzmann distributions [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In some of these approaches temperature estimators have been developed, and these estimators have been effectively applied in correcting the annealer parameterization,
or distribution [8, 11]. A significant focus has been the impact of noise, or systematic specification
errors, in the physical annealing implementation [9, 10, 8]. Remedies have been proposed to allow
more effective sampling [8, 9, 28], but these methods may not be effective in a scalable manner, or
for all problem classes. Some work considering closeness to quantum Boltzmann distributions has
appeared [13, 12].
Our paper will be different in that we assume closeness to some classical finite temperature
Boltzmann distribution, but use insight specific to annealers in the analysis of deviations and development of temperature estimators. We will show how this approach can yield useful information
in the context of both simulated thermal, and physical quantum, annealers. Noise sources and
quantum features in physical quantum annealers are important, but will not be the primary focus.
Qualitatively, the deviation of annealing distributions from the Boltzmann distribution for hardto-sample Hamiltonians has been understood within physics and computer science since the idea
of annealers was conceived [6, 5, 7, 13]. As we modify the temperature in STA from its initial
value to the terminal value βT , we move from a distribution where classical states are uniformly
distributed to a distribution divided into disjoint subspaces (also called modes, or valleys) of low
energy. Under annealing dynamics, a state localized in one subspace cannot easily transition into
another subspace that is separated by an energetic barrier once the inverse temperature becomes
large (late in the annealing procedure) — this is called ergodicity breaking [7]. In the case of STA we
gradually decrease the annealing temperature. Temperature is in one-to-one correspondence with
expected energy in a Boltzmann distribution, and equilibrated samples are characterized by tight
energy ranges. These samples are partitioned into subspaces by the energy barriers as temperature
decreases, at which point the samples in each subspace will evolve independently of those in the other
subspaces. Rare fluctuations do allow samples to cross barriers, but are exponentially suppressed in
the height of the energy barrier later in the anneal. Therefore, the distribution between subspaces
will reflect the distribution at the point in the anneal where dynamics between the subspaces became
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slow, rather than the equilibrated distribution associated to the terminal model. This effect is called
“freeze-out”. We provide a schematic in Figure 1.

right subspace

Energy

left subspace

β=0
β=βΤ/3
β=βΤ/2
β=βΤ

Time

Full space (orthogonal to energy)
Figure 1: This is a schematic picture to illustrate ergodicity breaking in STA. Proceeding through
the anneal, samples evolve according to a schedule from some initial β to the terminal value. In
Boltzmann distributions there is an equivalence between mean energy and β [18]. For illustration
purposes we take all samples (x) to be concentrated about this mean energy, and show a qualitative
distribution over the remainder of the high dimensional space. Initially (β = 0) samples are
uniformly distributed. For small β, samples equilibrate and can explore the entire space on short
dynamical time scales. At some later time (in the schematic: βT /3) the space may be partitioned
into subspaces by energy barriers. At this point, samples can mix rapidly on the left subspace, or
the right, but not between. For larger β, in the blue region, dynamics are too slow to allow mixing
between the left and right subspaces (ergodicity is broken). The number of samples trapped in
each valley is approximately controlled by the distribution at the earlier time (βT /3) when mixing
was still possible. At some later time again (βT /2) mixing continues within each subspace. Due to
the emergence of a second energy barrier, dynamics become slow on the right subspace (ergodicity
is broken again on the right space). Finally, at βT , the samples are distributed on low energy
states, and if βT is large then all samples converge to their respective local minima. If ergodicity
were not broken all samples would converge upon the global minimum. Note that, after ergodicity
breaking, each subspace can have a distinct characteristic energy.

Similarly, in the case of quantum annealing, we proceed through a sequence of quantum models
of decreasing transverse field (and increasing classical energy scale). From the perspective of the
terminal diagonal Hamiltonian, the energy is again decreasing throughout the anneal, and some
characteristic mean energy defines the sample set at intermediate stages. Energy barriers become
impassable as the transverse field weakens and tunneling becomes slow, so that the process of
ergodicity breaking is qualitatively similar. Tunneling dynamics are affected by energy barriers
in a different manner to thermal excitation dynamics, which is why there is some enthusiasm for
quantum annealing; for some problems it may not suffer the same dynamical slowdown that is true
of STA [17].
For many problem classes, these points of ergodicity breaking become well defined in the large
system size limit, and can often be directly associated to thermodynamic phase transitions [7, 29].
In this paper detailed consideration is restricted to heuristic sampling from Boltzmann distributions associated to classical Ising spin models. The state x will consist of N spins, defined on
{−1, +1}N . The Hamiltonian is
X
X
H(x) =
xi Jij xj +
hi xi ,
(1)
ij

i

where J and h are unitless model parameters called couplings and fields respectively. The Boltzmann
distribution corresponding to this Hamiltonian at inverse temperature β is
Bβ (x) =

1
exp(−βH(x)) ,
Z(β)

(2)

where Z is the partition function evaluated at inverse temperature β. Throughout the paper we will
use the standard, though improper, abbreviation in which x can denote both the random variable
X, and its realization. For experimental purposes we study four paradigmatic Ising models at scales
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accessible by DW2X, all with a history in the literature [30, 31, 32, 15], and described in Appendix
A.

1.1

Outline

In Section 2 we introduce Kullback-Leibler divergence and mean square error on correlations as
measures of closeness to the Boltzmann distribution, and from these develop standard estimators of
inverse temperature. Inspired by Benedetti et al. [11], we also introduce a multi-canonical approximation.
In Section 3 we develop self-consistent approximations for efficiently evaluating our inverse temperature estimators; we call these locally-consistent inverse temperature estimators. We argue
that in the context of annealers the approximation may determine an inverse temperature significantly different (typically larger) than that obtained by a full (computationally intensive) evaluation
method. However, we will show that the estimate has meaning in that it captures local distribution
features. Applying our approximation to maximum likelihood estimation, we recover in a special
case the commonly used pseudo-log-likelihood approximation method.
In Section 3.3 we argue for evaluating post-processed distributions in place of raw distributions,
for the purposes of removing superficial differences in the distribution, and for determining the
practical (as opposed to superficial) limitations of heuristic annealers.
We then present experimental results relating to our objectives and estimators in Section 4.
We conclude in Section 5. Supplementary materials are included in the appendices, and cited at
relevant points.
Based on these results we offer the following advice for selecting and interpreting temperature
estimation methods in the context of samples drawn from an annealer.
• It is important to define a suitable objective that is minimized by Boltzmann samples, and
check that the objective is indeed small for the heuristic sampler for some temperature. Understanding the objective quality of the heuristic sampler will often require input from an
independent (exact or heuristic) method. Attempting to quantify error in a self-consistent
manner could be misleading.
• Parameters of the heuristic such as the DW2X rescaling parameter, STA terminal temperature,
total annealing time, as well as post-processing procedures, should be tuned to the particular
sampling objective.
• Temperature can be estimated accurately and efficiently by a local approximation method
such as the log-pseudo-likelihood method. If ergodicity breaking is known not to hamper the
objective significantly then the local approximation will likely be a sufficient estimate for the
entire distribution.
• The multi-canonical method requires additional information and assumptions, and is less established than pseudo-likelihood. However, variations on the pseudo-likelihood method such
as these are useful as checks of consistency. Estimator disagreement may reveal ergodicity
breaking, allowing us to infer some of its consequences and perhaps adopt remedies.
• Post-processing can move the distribution towards a Boltzmann distribution, locally if not
globally. If the heuristic distribution is consistent with some temperature in its macroscopic
features, then post-processing at that temperature can correct for local deviations in the
distribution.
• A temperature estimator (particularly locally-consistent ones) can be strongly correlated with
the temperature used for post-processing. This should be considered when post-processing is
invoked.

2

Estimators for temperature

We assume that annealers generate independent and identically distributed samples, according to a
distribution PA . For STA this is reasonable given powerful pseudo-random number generators. For
DW2X, correlated noise sources (discussed in Appendix B.2) means this is an approximation that
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is more difficult to analyze. In Appendix H we show evidence that these weak correlations in time
do not strongly affect our results and conclusions.
We are interested in comparing these heuristic distributions to a family of Boltzmann distributions (2) parameterized by inverse temperature β. Amongst such models we wish to find the best
fit, and measure its goodness. We will consider the best temperature to be that which minimizes
some objective function. Since the distribution PA is a heuristic distribution, and not Boltzmann,
this temperature may vary between objectives. Given an objective that is minimized at some unique
inverse temperature, we then need an estimator for this temperature working on the basis of finite
sample sets. An effective estimator should be consistent, with low bias and variance, amongst other
criteria [19, 20, 24, 33, 23]. The estimators we study will be consistent, and in some cases optimal
with respect to variance and bias (e.g. the Maximum Likelihood estimators [19, 20]). However,
characterizing bias and variance will not be a focus of the paper; the main focus of this paper will
be on how the inverse temperature is affected by the choice of objective, and how this relates to
ergodicity breaking in annealers.
Either to evaluate the objective or to estimate temperature (i.e. minimize the objective) note
that we must evaluate some statistics from the Boltzmann distribution, e.g., the mean energy, an
energy gap, or marginal distribution. Inference for any of these quantities is NP-hard in the model
classes we study. Due to concentration (for larger problems) it is often in practice easier to evaluate
the energy, and perhaps log(Z), than marginal statistics, but estimation of all these quantities is slow
in the worst case. For purposes of the models and temperatures explored we are able to accurately
estimate the mean energy, log(Z), or marginal expectations under the Boltzmann distribution by
either dynamic programming or parallel tempering [18, 34, 35]. With these values in hand we
can efficiently evaluate our temperature estimators, and in most cases the objective (an exception,
Kullback-Leibler divergence, is discussed in Appendix F). However, a scalable estimator requires us
to find effective approximation methods for these quantities or to define different estimators, and is
the subject of Section 3.

2.1

Maximum likelihood (Minimum Kullback-Leibler divergence)

When comparing distributions, a natural objective function to minimize is the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD) between the sampled distribution (from the annealer) PA and the corresponding
Boltzmann distribution Bβ , as follows:


X
PA (x)
.
(3)
KLD[PA , Bβ ] =
PA (x) log
Bβ (x)
x
The Kullback-Leibler divergence is an important information-theoretic quantity, which places various limitations on the efficacy of PA for modeling Bβ , and vice-versa [18].
PA has no β dependence, so that at the minimum of this function with respect to β, we obtain
an energy matching criterion EM(β) = 0, where
X
X
EM(β) =
PA (x)H(x) −
Bβ (x)H(x).
(4)
x

x

The energy matching criterion yields the maximum likelihood estimator for β – the likelihood that
the annealed samples were drawn from a Boltzmann distribution. Maximum likelihood is perhaps
the most well established of procedures for estimating model parameters from data– in this case
the data being the samples drawn from PA [20, 19, 18]. Note that the Boltzmann distribution is an
exponential model, and so it is natural to define the estimator in terms of expected energy, which
is the sufficient statistic associated to the parameter β [18].

2.2

Minimum mean square error on correlations

In the context of machine learning, an important potential application of annealers, the important
feature of samples may be the quality of some statistics that are derived from them. In particular,
a machine learning process may require accurate estimation of single variable expectations, and
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expectations for products of variables (correlations). For this reason we consider an alternative
objective, the mean square error (MSE) on correlations:
1
MSE[PA , Pβ ] =
M

!2
X

X

ij:Jij 6=0

x

[PA (x) − Pβ (x)]xi xj

.

(5)

We consider specifically the mean error on correlations (excluding errors on single variable expectations) since the models we study experimentally are all zero-field problems so that E[xi ] = 0 for all
β by symmetry. This objective could easily be generalized to give different importance to different
statistical errors. We are presenting an easy-to-understand exemplar. Unlike the KLD, MSE is not
a convex function of β in general, although intuitively this might be expected for many problem
classes and reasonable heuristics. A derivative of (5) with respect to β will yield a criterion for
local optimality. This is a complicated expression dependent on many statistics; in practice, we
determine a local minimum by fitting a curve.
We will find that in application to annealers the minimum for this second objective (5) can
disagree with the minimum KLD estimator (4), typically being more sensitive to the global distribution features. This is in contrast to the maximum likelihood (minimum KLD) estimators that
although sensitive to global features, are also strongly dependent on a local distribution property:
whether or not a sample settles towards a local ground state at the end of the anneal.

2.3

Multi-canonical maximum likelihood

Benedetti et al. recently described and applied a method of temperature estimation that exploited
samples drawn from two or more annealer distributions, with application to DW2X, where the
distributions differed in a rescaling parameter [11]. In the main text we will describe an alternative
method, but based on a similar principle, and describe an application and extension of their work
in Appendix E.2. These methods are called multi-canonical since they involve samples drawn from
multiple annealing distributions.
Suppose we are able to draw samples from an annealer at two different parameterizations (A1
and A2 ), each with distributions described by PA1 (x) and PA2 (x). The product distribution can
be defined as PA1 ,A2 (x1 , x2 ) = PA1 (x)PA2 (x). If both are approximately Boltzmann, this product
distribution will be close to Bβ1 ,β2 (x1 , x2 ) = Bβ1 (x1 )Bβ2 (x2 ) for some pair β1 and β2 . Estimating β1
and β2 by maximum likelihood reduces to two independent energy matching criteria. At this stage
we have only doubled the work relative to the maximum likelihood estimator. However, suppose we
make the assumption that β2 is some known function of A1 and A2 given β1 . With this assumption
we have sufficient information to determine both β1 and β2 from a single constraint. Subtracting
the conditions for β1 from β2 we obtain an energy gap matching criterion EGM(β1 , β2 ) = 0, with
X
X
EGM(β1 , β2 ) =
PA1 ,A2 (x1 , x2 )[H(x1 ) − H(x2 )] −
Bβ1 ,β2 (x2 , x1 )[H(x1 ) − H(x2 )] . (6)
x1 ,x2

x1 ,x2

The pair of equations EGM(β1 , β2 ) = 0 and β2 = f (A1 , A2 , β1 ) defines our multi-canonical estimator.
One parameter that can be varied in DW2X is a rescaling parameter r, which is comparable to
the STA terminal temperature βT as discussed in Appendix B.22 . Benedetti et al. [11] proposed
in their method to use two different values r, and assume that β ∝ r. As is shown later, this
assumption does not hold in general even if it were accurate in their application. Note that the
criterion (6) is not used in the approach of [11], although both methods require an assumption on
the response of β to an annealing parameter.
The multi-canonical estimator has two drawbacks relative to the estimators previously discussed:
we require two distributions from the annealer at different annealing parameters and we require an
assumption about the response of the annealer temperature to changes in the annealing parameters.
2

In practice our DW2X rescaling parameter r is a rescaling of the Hamiltonian submitted to DW2X.
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3 Local approximations for evaluating objectives and estimators
The problem with the objectives and estimators outlined in Section 2 is that their use requires
inference with respect to the Boltzmann distribution that is independent of the heuristic annealer,
and that is NP-hard to perform.
In this section we show how, beginning from the annealed distribution, we can build a reasonable
approximation to the Boltzmann distribution and thereby evaluate the estimator self-consistently.
The estimators are motivated as approximations to those of Section 2. However, the approximation
can be weak and may lead to a predictable deviation in the estimate.

3.1

Single distribution statistics by self-consistency

Our estimators and objectives require us to evaluate statistics of the annealed distribution PA .
Estimates of mean energy or correlation based on PA can be obtained by evaluating those statistics
from the sample set S = {x}, or equivalently, evaluating their corresponding expressions using the
plug-in estimator to PA :
1 X
δx,x0 .
(7)
P̂A (x) =
|S| 0
x ∈S

The quality of estimates depends on variance and sample size. Since we use sample sets of size
104 we find this not to be a significant barrier to temperature estimation and evaluation of the
objectives in our
P experiments. One exception is the KLD objective, which requires us to estimate
an entropy − x PA (x) log PA (x). In Appendix F we discuss why evaluation is problematic with a
plug-in estimator (7) and propose a mitigation strategy.
We must also evaluate energy, correlations and log(Z) under the Boltzmann distribution, which
is NP-hard. However, under the assumption that PA (x) is close to the Boltzmann distribution we
may make a locally-consistent approximation. The local approximation to Bβ (x) is
X
B̂β (x) ∝
P̂A (x0 )Wβ (x|x0 ),
(8)
x0

where Wβ is a β-dependent kernel. It efficiently maps any state into a new state, with the property
that the distribution is unchanged if it is a Boltzmann distribution
X
Bβ (x) ∝
Bβ (x0 )Wβ (x|x0 ).
(9)
x0

The transition kernels used in Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are suitable candidates for Wβ [7, 29]. The blocked Gibbs MCMC method is described in Appendix B.1. The simplest
example of Wβ is conditional resampling of a single variable, which is an element in the blocked
Gibbs sampling procedure. All variables except i are unchanged, and i is resampled according to
the conditional Boltzmann distribution Bβ (xi |x \ xi ) given the neighboring values:
Y
Wβ (x|x0 ) = Bβ (xi |x0 (6= x0i ))
δxj ,x0j .
(10)
j(6=i)

Applying the approximation (8) in combination with the kernel (10) to maximum likelihood estimation, and taking an average of EM(β) for each possible variable i, we recover the maximum
log-pseudo-likelihood (MLPL) estimator [22, 24]. The MLPL estimator is normally derived and
motivated slightly differently. We discuss this in Appendix C, and present a concise form of (4)
under this approximation.
For our purposes, the MLPL estimator is a special case of a more general locally consistent
estimator. We choose a kernel, approximate Bβ (8), and then evaluate the energy matching criterion (4). The locally consistent approach can also be applied straightforwardly to the MSE, and
minimum MSE estimator, of Section 2.2. We will, however, restrict attention to the MLPL estimator throughout our experimental studies, except in Appendix D, where we consider the effect of a
hierarchy of increasingly powerful kernels.
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Consider the following interpretation for the role of the kernel: We take every sample that
the annealer produces, and conditionally resample according to Wβ . We then take this new set of
samples as an approximation to Boltzmann samples drawn according to Bβ . Since Wβ obeys detailed
balance, it necessarily brings the distribution towards the Boltzmann distribution, but for practical
Wβ not the whole way. Consider again Figure 1, and note that resampling single spins, or doing
some other efficient conditional resampling procedure (i.e. some short-run MCMC procedure) does
not lead to a significant macroscopic redistribution of the samples, except in the high-temperature
regime where fast dynamical exploration of the space is possible. Thus, the approximation (8) will
typically inherit the macroscopic bias of the sampling distribution through P̂A . However, through
the kernel there is a local redistribution of the samples. The locally consistent estimator is therefore
effective in capturing any local deviation in the distribution PA not representative of Bβ .

3.2

Multi-canonical statistics by self-consistency

In the case of the multi-canonical estimator of Section 2.3 we again must infer a mean energy
difference between two Boltzmann distributions to evaluate the energy gap matching criterion,
which is NP-hard. A kernel can again come to our rescue. This time we are inspired by the kernels
from multi-canonical MCMC, such as parallel tempering [34, 7]; other choices that depend on the
terminal temperatures (as opposed to simply the gap in the terminal temperatures) could also be
considered. In effect we employ the following identity for Boltzmann samplers:
Bβ1 ,β2 (x1 , x2 ) ∝ Bβ1 ,β2 (x2 , x1 ) exp((β1 − β2 )[H(x1 ) − H(x2 )]).

(11)

We complete the approximation by replacing Bβ1 ,β2 in (6) by the identity (11), with a plug-in
estimate for P̂A1 ,A2 (7)
EGM(β1 , β2 ) =

X

PA1 ,A2 (x1 , x2 )[H(x1 ) − H(x2 )]−

x1 ,x2

P

x1 ,x2

PA1 ,A2 (x2 , x1 ) exp {(β1 − β2 )[H(x1 ) − H(x2 )]} [H(x1 ) − H(x2 )]
P
. (12)
x1 ,x2 PA1 ,A2 (x2 , x1 ) exp((β1 − β2 )[H(x1 ) − H(x2 )])

The energy matching criterion can now be solved for ∆β = β1 − β2 , and will have a finite solution
provided the energy distributions of the two annealing parameterizations overlap significantly. We
expect an intermediate amount of overlap in the distributions is ideal to extract the maximum signal
just as it is ideal for implementation of multi-canonical MCMC methods [34, 7]. Various works have
considered how to extract maximal information from multi-canonical distributions, this might also
inform a better choice of kernel [33, 11].
If we know β1 for annealer condition A1 (or β2 for annealer condition A2 ) then we can find
the complementary inverse temperature. As a simple example, suppose for A1 we set the DW2X
rescaling parameter r = 0 (or βT = 0 for STA), we would reasonably expect to recover β = 0,
thereby the gap would be precisely β2 . Alternatively, we can make an assumption on the estimate
β as a function of the annealing parameters, in order to extract one of the two end values.
This method gives a mixture of some global and some local information, but the features of the
distribution it may capture are rather difficult to interpret in general. Appendix E discusses this
further, alongside experimental results and a discussion of the method of Benedetti et al. [11].

3.3

Towards global distribution features

Objective functions such as maximum likelihood and minimum mean square error on marginals
are influenced by a combination of local and global distribution features. We have already seen
that locally consistent estimators can assign a meaningful temperature for local deviations from the
Boltzmann distribution, but may fail to capture macroscopic features. It would be useful to have
an objective, or estimator for temperature, that reflects only the macroscopic distribution features.
One way to do this is to manipulate PA so that the local distributional features are removed.
We have also not considered so far the practical application of annealers other than in the choice
of objective. By our definition, for an annealer to be useful it must have a good objective value,
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and also be fast in generating samples. However, these two aims are typically in tension. A method
that allows one to trade off these two goals is post-processing. In post-processing we take individual
samples, or the set of all samples, and apply some additional procedures to generate an improved
set of samples. This requires additional resources and can be heuristic, or employed in a manner
guaranteed to improve the objective.
Those distribution features that can be manipulated by post-processing will be called local
distortions. Local, since it is assumed the post-processing will not be so powerful as to manipulate
the macroscopic distribution. One generic and potentially detrimental distortion in annealers is
local relaxation: the tendency of states to decrease in energy towards their local minima at the end
of the anneal as illustrated in Figure 1.
Post-processing has two uses considered here: to extract macroscopic distribution features (by
discounting local distortions), and to improve the heuristic distributions. As shown in Appendix F
it can even be used to reduce bias and variance on estimators. A post-processed distribution can
be represented as
X
Wβ (x|x0 )PA (x0 ) ,
(13)
Pβ,A (x) =
x0

where Wβ is again a kernel.
Note that in development of the locally-consistent estimator (8) we employed a kernel Wβ as a
trick to approximate Bβ . In post-processing we are interested in the ability of Wβ to generate a
new distribution that is assumed to be distinct from the Boltzmann distribution and to which we
wish to assign an objective value and temperature.
Implicit in our definition (13) is a restriction to “do no harm” post-processing. If we are seeking to compare the distribution against a Boltzmann distribution Bβ , then the post-processing is
considered to do no harm if it meets the criterion (9). In the case that Wβ involves only conditional resampling according to Bβ (rule (10) is one such case) it is straightforward to show that the
KLD[Pβ,A , Bβ ] ≤ KLD[PA , Bβ ], that the distribution is improved in KLD. It is reasonable to expect, though not guaranteed, that other objectives will improve under do no harm kernels. Heuristic
approaches without such guarantees may sometimes do better in practice, but carry risks.
For purposes of isolating macroscopic features of the distribution it is ideal to apply enough
post-processing to remove the local distortions; but leave the macroscopic features intact. This is
a balancing act that strictly exists only as a concept, since the distinction between local and global
is blurred except perhaps in the large system size limit. We will show in experiments that weak
post-processing known to not significantly impact the macroscopic distribution does dramatically
change the local distribution, thereby having an impact on the likelihood and MSE objectives and
associated estimators.
For purposes of improving the heuristic, Wβ should be chosen powerful enough that the time-persample is not significantly impacted. One sweep of blocked Gibbs sampling, though not necessarily
the most powerful, meets the criterion of being a small overhead in time per-sample for DW2X and
STA under the operation conditions we examine.
With a self-consistent definition of β we must take into consideration the dependence of Pβ,A on
β in objective minimization, and so the energy matching conditions (4) and (6) are modified. For
the case of KLD minimization, the new energy matching criterion, and a simplified form for the
KLD, are discussed in Appendix F.
In Section 3 we developed self consistent estimators. We emphasize that with post-processing,
these estimators become to a large extent redundant, unless the post-processing method kernel (13)
is significantly weaker than the kernel used in the self-consistency trick (8). Since post-processing
redistributes the samples locally according to β, and our approximators (under the self-consistent
approximation) are sensitive only to this local effect, we should expect the local estimator to return
a value very close to β regardless of the macroscopic features, and any initial local distortion of
PA . The discussion has focused on single distributions in this section, though it would also be
straightforward to consider multi-canonical post-processing as well.
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4

Experimental results

In this main section we consider only two models, RAN1 and AC3, which are spin-glass models
compatible with the DW2X topology (explained fully in Appendix A). We consider DW2X with
its annealing schedule chosen for optimization purposes, as described in Appendix B.2. At points
we also consider this schedule slightly modified, either by changing the rescaling parameter or by
modifying anneal duration. We consider standard STA procedures parameterized at least in part
with reference to DW2X, an optimization context as well as runtime considerations were involved
in the choice of parameters, as described in Appendix B.1.
Either of these two annealers might be significantly improved for sampling or inference applications by modifying easily accessible annealing parameters. It is not the aim of this paper to
discover these optimal settings; rather, we use simple default settings that make phenomena easier
to identify, interpret and reproduce. Problem classes have also been chosen with this objective.
We therefore strongly advise the reader against drawing conclusions about the effectiveness of STA
versus DW2X as samplers, based on the untuned (and untimed) versions here, and the restricted
set of problem classes and post-processing investigated.

4.1

Maximum likelihood and maximum log-pseudo-likelihood estimation

The maximum log-pseudo-likelihood (MLPL) estimate is efficient to evaluate, and here we compare
it to the more computationally intensive maximum likelihood (ML) estimate. This section shows
that the two methods indicate best fits to significantly different β. We consider variation of the
DW2X rescaling parameter r and the STA terminal temperature βT for our annealing procedures
on 100 randomly generated RAN1 problems at each of 3 sizes: C2 (32 variables), C4 (127 variables),
and C12 (1100 variables). RAN1 is a spin-glass problem commonly studied for D-Wave processors
described in Appendix A. Results for a different spin-glass model, AC3, are shown in Appendix G.
We can first consider the behavior of thermal annealers with a range of terminal inverse temperatures. Nominally they sample from the terminal model, but with larger terminal energy scales
(larger r or βT ) we expect them to fall out of equilibrium and be characterized by an intermediate
value of β due to ergodicity breaking. Figure 2 shows the ML and MLPL estimates based upon the
same sample sets. We see that the MLPL estimates follow a linear curve, which would indicate that
the terminal model is indeed the best fit to the samples. By contrast the ML estimator indicates
values that have a concave relation with the target model. The maximum likelihood estimate is
smaller, presumably reflecting the range of inverse temperature for which dynamics slowed down.
This is consistent with the fact that the non-linearity is less pronounced for smaller systems.
The ML estimates by contrast indicate that by increasing the terminal inverse temperature
we cannot decrease temperature beyond some limit. The mean energy improves little, owing to
states being dynamically trapped near local minima of high energy. The MLPL estimate provides
a misleading picture that by increasing βT we emulate Boltzmann distributions of larger β more
effectively. The MLPL estimator does not distinguish a local minimum from a global minimum,
and so returns a higher estimate.
DW2X can also be manipulated by setting the rescaling parameter r on the interval [0, 1]. We
thus repeat this experiment using sample sets from DW2X. In Figure 3 we see that both locally
(MLPL) and globally (ML) the estimators are concave as a function of this rescaling. Like the STA
case, estimates are consistently larger for MLPL than ML, and decrease for larger more complicated problems, but only modestly so in the case of MLPL. A naive interpretation of the rescaling
parameter might lead to a general hypothesis that β ∝ r, where the constant of proportionality
can be determined by the terminal energy scale in annealing. As discussed in Appendix B.2 this
should not be expected in general, and these results are explained by the single qubit freeze-out as
discussed in Section 4.2. In Appendix G we show the result for the AC3 problem class, and find a
trend much closer to linear, which can again be explained in the context of single qubit freeze-out.
The difference between the MLPL and ML estimates is further explained qualitatively in the
schematic Figure 1: We believe the phenomenon to be similar in both DW2X and STA, although
the interaction of the dynamics with the energy landscape may be quite different. When ergodicity
is broken, and the sample set is divided over subspaces, each subset relaxes towards the terminal
model restricted to the subspace; the MLPL method effectively averages an estimate over these
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Figure 2: Bars represent quartiles over 100 instances of RAN1 at each scale, estimates for β
for in each case 104 samples generated by STA. C2 and C12 data points are offset for visibility.
(left) Temperature estimates by the MLPL method. The MLPL estimate for thermal annealers
matches the terminal model at all scales. (right) Temperature estimates by ML. A non-linear
trend is apparent due to ergodicity breaking, which is not captured by MLPL estimates.

subspaces. By contrast the ML estimate accounts in part for the distribution between modes,
characterized at an early (higher energy) stage of the anneal that is better described by smaller
inverse temperature. Note that the equilibrated distribution at the ergodicity breaking point is a
quantum one for DW2X, unlike thermal annealers, so we ought to understand the deviation in the
local and global temperatures in terms of the quantum parameterization (∆(t), E(t)) [13]. Still, the
classical description in terms of β (2) provides the correct intuition.
Response curves such as these can be used to choose a suitable parameterization of the terminal
model. If we know the β we are targeting then we can choose the terminal model (terminal β or
rescaling parameter r) appropriately. In the absence of information on the objective at a global
scale, a local information curve such as MLPL curve can be used as a compromize. It should be
noted that the response curves will be a function of the problem type – in particular, inhomogeneity
of couplings and fields can have a strong impact on the MLPL curve for DW2X. These curves could
be the basis for the assumptions required by the multi-canonical method to move from an estimate
of the β gap to estimates of β for each distribution independently. A study on the estimates of ∆β
in the canonical method as a function of βT and r are shown in Appendix E.1.

4.2

Single qubit freeze-out in DW2X

Figure 3(left) illustrates that local temperature, as measured by the MLPL method, is a non-linear
function of the rescaling parameter. One can see that this temperature has only mild dependence
on problem size (mild by comparison with the trend in ML). We illustrate this nonlinearity again
in Figure 4, where we find the local temperature of a trivial single qubit model H(x) = x for the
DW2X under different fields (at various rescaling parameters r). This result can be compared with
simulations of single qubit dynamics using the Redfield equation [36, 37]. Using the best estimate
of the annealing schedule of the DW2X with a 20µs anneal time (described in Appendix B.2), and
fitting a physical temperature parameter Tphys = 20.5mK (in good agreement with the measured
operational range), we are able to describe the non linearity very accurately.
The origin of this non-linear dependency is the freeze-out of individual qubit dynamics at the
end of the annealing process [16, 13]. The MLPL method estimates temperature by looking at
the pattern of excitations on single qubits, in the context of the sample from which they were
drawn. In STA (and indeed in some simulations of quantum annealers - without physical dynamics)
there is typically at least one update of all spins at the terminal temperature, so that within each
sample spins are adjusted (locally) to the energy signal at the end of the anneal. This is the
reason that the pattern of self-consistent spin excitations is consistent with βT in STA, and the
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Figure 3: As per Figure 2, but using samples from DW2X. (left) The MLPL method is nonlinear, unlike the STA results. (right) The maximum likelihood method shows qualitatively
similar features to STA. Note that the C12 result for the MLPL estimate at r = 1 is identical to
that in figure 2, the STA parameter βT was chosen to meet this criteria as discussed in Appendix
B.1.

MLPL estimator indicates β ≈ βT for any βT . In physical quantum annealers, where the rate of
transitions is controlled by the transverse field which changes throughout the anneal; the dynamics
are fundamentally different. Since the transverse field becomes very small before the terminal energy
scale is reached, the state of the qubit is controlled by the Hamiltonian operator at this intermediate
point in the anneal.
Even though quantum dynamics as simulated by the Redfield equation are complex in the case
of a single qubit, there is a very simple explanation for the shape of the effective temperature curve.
Assuming that late in the anneal the physical temperature is negligible in the single qubit dynamics,
E(s)
the transition rate for single qubits is known to be determined exclusively by the ratio α(s) = ∆(s)
,
where E(s), ∆(s) are the envelope functions described in Appendix B.2. We determine from the
Redfield simulation with rescaling parameter r = 1 the single qubit dynamics freeze-out at s∗ = 0.65
(or 13 µs during an anneal of 20 µs). This means that the single qubit distribution reflects a locally
equilibrated distribution at α∗ = α(s∗ ). The effective inverse temperature describing this point will
be proportional to the energy scale E(s∗ ). Now if we submit the problem under a new rescaling
parameter r < 1, freeze-out will happen at a later time s(r) where α(s(r)) = α∗ and the effective
inverse temperature will be proportional to rE(s(r)).
Figure 4 shows good agreement between this single qubit freeze-out effective temperature and
the Redfield simulation. Thus in the case of a single qubit the non-linear dependence of effective
temperature on the rescaling parameter is determined by the annealing schedule.

4.3

Implications of the single qubit result for other ensembles

We can extend the concept of single qubit freeze out so that it can describe patterns of local
temperature via MLPL for general multi-qubit problems. We will appeal to a classical argument
that appears to explain some features of the non-linearity, and differences amongst problem classes
and system sizes. As described in Appendix C, the MLPL estimator is determined by examining
the effective fields on individual qubits in sampled states
X
ζi = hi +
(Jij + Jji )xj .
(14)
j

At the single-qubit freeze-out point the dynamics of individual qubits will slow down, and the state
will evolve according to a local field operator analogous to (14). If the neighbors of a spin take
prescribed classical states, then the spin will evolve late in the anneal equivalently to a single qubit
in a field. The MLPL estimator accumulates a signal from the pattern of excitations on all sites and
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Figure 4: Single qubit β dependence on the rescaling parameter, for the single qubit Hamiltonian
H(x) = xi . We plot the DW2X median value together with 25-75 quantiles as error bars.
Simulation of the physical dynamics gives the Redfield curve, and the “freeze-out” curve shows
is based on the assumption of a single freeze-out point. In a system that is equilibrated at the
end of the anneal a linear dependence would be expected.

in every sample, and smaller (but non-zero) values of |ζi | contribute most significantly to this signal.
For a given problem there is a distribution of |ζi | so a single curve such as Figure 4 is insufficient.
However, we may anticipate the result as a weighted average of such curves that varies only slightly
amongst problems of a given class. Concavity of MLPL curves is therefore to be expected, except
where many |ζi | are small (but non-zero) and we are in the near-linear regime of the curve 4.
From our samples, we can approximate separately a value of ζi for every variable, in every
sample, late in the anneal. In the RAN1 problems (hi = 0, Jij = ±1) only a limited set of integer
values for ζi are possible. For |ζi | = 1, the qubit had a freeze-out characterized by the inverse
temperature for r = 1 in Figure 4. However, the majority of non-zero local fields will be larger
(|ζi | ≥ 2), and these freeze-out even earlier (at smaller β). The MLPL estimate will merge these
values, so that we find something intermediate. A simple explanation for the trend of decreasing β
with system size in Figure 2(left) would therefore be that we see fewer instances of |ζi | = 1 relative
to |ζi | ≥ 2; this is indeed the case.
In the AC3 problem couplings Jij take values ±1/3 and ±1 and effective fields will often be as
small as |ζi | = 1/3. These qubits freeze-out significantly later than the RAN1 counterparts, and so
are characterized by larger MLPL estimates of β. This is consistent with the observed pattern in
Figure 17(left) that AC3 MLPL β estimates are larger than those for RAN1, are weakly dependent
on system size and have approximately linear scaling with r. This is discussed further in Appendix
G, where AC3 results are presented.
The MLPL estimator (β̂M LP L ) merges the estimates coming from sizes of large |ζi | with those
of small |ζi |. However, we can build locally-consistent estimators to tease apart contributions. For
example, it is valid to define an estimator to separately consider excitations over even connectivity
sites (β̂even ) where the smallest non-zero |ζi | is 2, and odd connectivity sites (β̂odd ) where the
smallest non-zero |ζi | is 1. These estimators agree up to statistical error in STA, or drawing perfect
samples, but in DW2X β̂even < β̂M LP L < β̂odd . We have found similar trends in studying ensembles
with special connectivity distributions [14]. This is precisely the kind of local deviation that can be
cleaned up by post-processing.
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King et al. have previously noted that the distribution of effective fields, and by extension the
degree distribution in RAN1 problems, can have a significant impact on the late anneal quantum
dynamics [14]. Our explanation is purely classical, but seems to explain the trends with respect to
problem classes and problem sizes quite well. However, at this stage we cannot rule out a role for
multi-qubit freeze-out quantum phenomena in MLPL estimation.

4.4

The mean square error estimator

The mean square errors on correlations associated to the DW2X and thermal annealers for a typical
instance of RAN1, and a typical instance of AC3, are shown for the C12 (1100 variables) problem size
in Figure 5. Though there is significant variation between the curves associated to different instances
of these models, we chose amongst 100 random instances exemplars that were representative of the
point (β, MSE) at which the DW2X curve is minimized.
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Figure 5: Both STA and DW2X can be used to sample from a RAN1 problem with small errors
over an intermediate range of β. Objective performance is shown for two typical instances under
several annealer operating conditions. (left) Results for the AC3 exemplar. (right) Results for
the RAN1 exemplar. Standard errors determined by jack-knife methods are negligible compared
to the marker size. To avoid clutter we show only variation of the anneal time in the left figure,
and only variation of the rescaling parameter (r = 0.5 in DW2X, βT /2 in STA) in the right figure.

Both STA and DW2X performance is best characterized at intermediate β values. If we halve the
terminal temperature or rescaling parameter we can further improve the objective behavior, except
perhaps at very large values for β, as is shown for the RAN1 exemplar. If we anneal for longer, we
also improve the objective value of the distributions at low and intermediate temperatures, as shown
for the AC3 exemplar. Annealing for longer is expected to allow equilibration to lower temperatures,
and so improves objective values. Annealing to a lower terminal model, by contrast, concentrates
annealing resources towards the initial part of the anneal where dynamics are effective (rather than
at the end of the anneal where ergodicity breaking has already occurred and cannot be mitigated).
It also reduces the disjunction between the local and global distribution features.
Figure 7 shows the mean square error achieved at the point it is minimized, for a large set
of C12 (1100 variable) problem instances. Ideally we wish for heuristics that are both sampling
at large β and with small errors. Figure 6 shows the MMSE estimator in comparison to the ML
estimator. These two estimates indicate different operational temperature ranges. The fact that
the ML estimator is significantly larger may be related to the fact that it is very sensitive to the
mean energy. The mean energy continues to decrease late in the anneal as samples sink towards
their respective local minima (see Figure 1), whereas sinking towards a local minimum will have
a relatively weaker impact on correlations once ergodicity breaking has occurred, and so MSE
indicates a higher effective temperature. Phenomena such as the sinking towards local minima (and
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the consequent effects on temperature estimation) are one reason we recommend post-processing as
a tool to isolate macroscopic phenomena in Section 3.3.
By annealing with modified βT or r, improvements are made for sampling intermediate or small
β. By contrast, it is relatively hard to sample effectively from large values of β by modifying these
parameters; additional time resources are required to make an impact. For this reason, we may
argue that, generally, the larger the inverse temperature estimate, the more useful the annealer
will be for hard sampling applications. However, it is important to note that an estimate for β,
independent of the objective measure, may be risky or misleading. In Figure 6(right), the DW2X
system at full scale indicates a lower MMSE β than the DW2X system operating at half scale.
However, we can see that at this larger β value the half scale system is still more effective as a
heuristic.
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Figure 6: Statistics over the set 100 AC3 (left) and RAN1 (right) problems at C12 scales, as per
Figure 7. MMSE and ML estimators of temperature give different, but strongly correlated, results.
The ML estimate is typically larger, a partial explanation is the sinking of samples towards local
minima late in the anneal, which through its impacts on mean energy has consequences for the
ML estimate.

In this section we have presented the rather intuitive objective: mean square error on correlations,
which we can evaluate with input from parallel tempering simulations. We have not presented the
KLD objective behavior, since at C12 scale the estimators we wish to use are subject to strong bias
as discussed in Appendix F. In that appendix we also show that where the KLD objective can be
approximated, in smaller systems, it shows a similar qualitative trend.

4.5

Effectiveness of post-processing

In Sections 4.1 and 4.4 we demonstrated how adjusting anneal duration, or the terminal temperature,
can allow better objective outcomes. In this section we consider briefly the effect of post-processing
by one sweep of blocked Gibbs as discussed in Section 3.3. This post-processing changes dramatically
the local distribution of samples, hence the MLPL estimate. However, the KLD and MSE objective,
and the temperatures minimizing these objectives, are affected by a combination of the local and
global distribution and so are modified in a non-trivial way by post-processing, except at small β
where even simple post-processing is very powerful.
Figure 8 shows that MSE on correlations are, as expected, improved by post-processing. The
improvements are dramatic in the regime β ≈ 0, impressive over intermediate values of β, but
almost negligible for larger β. This is because for larger β it is macroscopic distribution effects
that dominate, and these are not strongly affected by a single sweep of blocked Gibbs. After postprocessing, the MSE curve has two minima. There is no guarantee there should be two local minima
working with arbitrary distributions. The first local minimum (β = 0) is evidence for the power
of post-processing. Since one sweep of blocked Gibbs samples effectively at β ≈ 0, independent of
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Figure 7: Statistics over the set 100 RAN1 (left) and AC3 (right) problems at C12 scales.
Small objective values at large inverse temperatures are difficult to obtain, and so desirable
in a heuristic sampler. Sampling effectively at small inverse temperature is less valuable (e.g.,
120 sweep STA annealing). Modification of the annealing parameters significantly changes the
distribution, allowing more effective emulation at some inverse temperatures. To avoid clutter
we show only variation of the anneal time in the left figure, and only variation of the terminal
model rescaling (r, βT ) in the right figure; the effects are qualitatively similar in each of these
models at C12 scale.

the initial condition PA , β = 0 will be a global minimum for any heuristic distribution. The second
local minimum appears due to the closeness (at the macroscopic level) of the annealing distribution
to some particular low-temperature Boltzmann distribution, a sweet spot of operation that may be
of practical interest. A further example of this sweet spot behavior is shown in the context of the
KLD objective in Appendix F.
This local minimum is not much changed relative to the raw distribution for this problem,
and as we apply more powerful post-processing it may be expected to move to slightly smaller
β. Post-processing reduces the error everywhere, but more so at smaller β. If the post-processing
allows global redistribution of samples we may anticipate the disappearance of the local maximum
separating the “easy for post-processing regime” from the “good for this annealer” regime; at which
point a best operational regime for the annealer is less clear. However, we can assume that powerful
post-processing of this kind is too expensive in the types of multi-modal problems where annealers
are useful.
Figure 9 shows the statistics for the local minimum mean square error estimator, and its relation
to the local maximum likelihood estimator, to be compared against Figure 6 that has no postprocessing. The local minimizer is the unique local minimum of the post-processed curve (see
Figure 8), which indicates the good operating regime. A global minimum is always at β = 0, but
this is not of interest.
In Figure 9(left) we see that, relative to the distribution without post-processing, there is a slight
shift leftwards in all distributions, and significant shift downwards that appears approximately
proportional to the MSE without post-processing. The effect of local relaxation is to give the
impression of better estimation at low temperature. Here the effect is partially lifted to reveal that
the macroscopic distribution may be characterized by slightly smaller β.
In Figure 9(right) we see how the MMSE estimate decreases in all annealers, but by a less
significant amount than the downward trend in the ML estimator. The two remain strongly correlated under post-processing. It is natural to expect that the local relaxation, which shifts samples
towards their local minimum, may have a bigger impact on KLD than MSE, because it is easy to
raise the energy by post-processing which impacts ML in a systematic manner, but it is difficult to
redistribute samples macroscopically, which may be required to alter MMSE.
The particular effects demonstrated on the exemplar instances of Figure 9 are reflected at the
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Figure 8: Simple forms of post-processing can have a quantitatively large effect on objectives at
small and intermediate temperatures. The C12 problem exemplars consistent with Figure 5 are
shown. At low β a single sweep of blocked Gibbs can completely correct all errors. At high β
there is relatively little effect, however the effect is significant in the intermediate range of inverse
temperature where the annealers can be considered most effective.

distribution level in Figure 10.

5

Discussion

In this paper we have considered several temperature estimators applied in the context of a physical
quantum annealer set up for optimization (DW2X), and a standard simulated thermal annealer
(STA). We have demonstrated how different objective measures of closeness to the Boltzmann
distribution respond differently to local and global distribution features. An important phenomenon
we observe is that in annealing distributions we have a range of temperature estimates according
to the method employed. We have shown that estimators indicating larger temperature are those
responsive to macroscopic (global) features of the distribution. From an estimator perspective we
have global warming: the more effective the estimator is in capturing global distribution features
the higher the temperature that is typically indicated. Ergodicity breaking qualitatively explains
the origin of this phenomenon in annealers, both DW2X and STA.
Local distributional features, which are well characterized by a temperature, are easy to estimate
by self-consistent methods. We showed both single distribution and multi-canonical forms of selfconsistency. Self-consistent approaches work from the data, and could be adapted to correct for
biases in the distribution. The main problem with such methods is that they may indicate a good
fit on the basis of incomplete (or biased) information about the distribution. In particular, if a
heuristic fails to see a representative set of modes in the distribution, it is unlikely to discover this
self-consistently. Thus even if the bias over the observed set can be corrected, the distribution may
still be bad with respect to Boltzmann distribution.
The local approximation method is able to capture an important difference between quantum
and simulated annealers related to the speed of physical dynamics. This can be identified in the nonlinear dependence of the local temperature estimate to variation of the DW2X rescaling parameter.
Quantum simulations on single qubits provide an explanation for this phenomenon.
Describing the global distribution in terms of temperature(s) is more tricky; we proposed KLD
and MSE as measures of deviation from the Boltzmann distribution, and based on these objectives
developed estimators for the best temperature. Each of these objectives is affected in slightly
different ways by deviations locally and globally from the Boltzmann distribution. The ML estimator
is typically more strongly affected by the local distribution than the MMSE estimator, and therefore
typically returns a larger estimate of inverse temperature. To remove the local distribution effects
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Figure 9: As per Figure 6, but now all distributions are modified by one sweep of blocked
Gibbs sampling. The estimators for inverse temperature are reduced, as the effect of the local
distribution (characterized by larger inverse temperature) is partially removed.

we have proposed to take the initial distribution and apply local post-processing in order to isolate
the macroscopic distribution effects that are truely a limitation on practical performance. Applying
some degree of post-processing may also be valuable in practice, in particular for DW2X since the
post-processing is strictly classical and complementary.
We emphasize that because efficient post-processing allows significant manipulation of the local
temperature, we consider this temperature not particularly important in practical applications. If we
post-process, the post-processing temperature itself will be synonymous with the local temperature;
the local temperature need not be measured.
Important ideas incidental to the main thread are discussed in Appendices. These include a
consideration of the effect of embedding on the distribution of samples in Appendix I, the development of an effective estimator for the Kullback-Leibler divergence in Appendix F, a consideration
of spin-reversal transformations to mitigate sampling error in the DW2X in Appendix H, and an
experiment to test how “local” our definition of local temperature actually is in Appendix D.
At various points in this paper we have included results both for STA and DW2X. We have briefly
discussed timing considerations in Appendix B: all the STA results we present, if generated with
state of the art algorithms with a single thread, would require more time per sample than the anneal
time of DW2X (20µs). This is assuming the 6.65ns per bit flip achievable for ±1 valued couplings
in [38]. However, our intention is not to make a performance comparison, which is beyond the scope
of this work. It is interesting that, despite the fact that the DW2X annealer has been designed and
tuned for optimization, it produces good statistics at intermediate temperature ranges, and that the
more powerful STA methods we study show a qualitatively similar behavior. Each annealer type
can be substantially improved with small parameter modifications, and it is reasonable to expect
that more significant modifications to the annealing schedule would likely yield improvements in
both cases.
When considering the value of annealers in inference problems, it is also important not to forget
a variety of other powerful inference methods that may achieve a similar objective. In particular,
simple variations on STA such as annealed (or population) importance sampling methods and other
multi-canonical MCMC methods can often be tailored to the graphical structure of the problem
under investigation [39, 40, 7, 41, 35, 42].
While two particular objectives (KLD and MSE) have been considered in this paper, the objective
should generally be tailored to the application. One quite generic objective choice not considered
is KLD[Bβ , PA ], the KLD with the ordering of distributions reversed (3). It is connected to the
log-likelihood of Boltzmann samples under PA . If we are very close to a Boltzmann distribution,
this will behave similarly to (3), the form we have evaluated. Outside of this regime the former
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Figure 10: As per Figure 7, but with distributions modified by one sweep of blocked Gibbs
sampling. Objectives are improved everywhere very significantly, and by a comparable fraction
across the different annealers.

objective is in many ways preferable. In particular, it is more sensitive to features such as missing
mass (poorly sampled sections of the solution space) and is expected to indicate a temperature
range more sensitive to global rather than local distribution deviations. Unfortunately, there are
many technical challenges to using such an objective, and the criteria for minimization are rather
complicated. We therefore settled on mean square error on correlations, and KLD[PA , Bβ ].
From the perspective of both errors on correlations and KLD, the balance of evidence certainly
indicates that there is potentially a sweet spot for application of either STA or DW2X to sampling.
This sweet spot may be tuned, to a degree, by modification of the annealing parameters, and
more importantly, by post-processing. However, evaluation of this sweet spot is difficult to do selfconsistently, and someone interested in applications may have to undertake hard work to discover
(and have confidence in) annealer performance. Having available curves such as those in Section
4.1, probably for some weakly post-processed distribution, would allow parameters of the annealer
to be set optimally. It may seem computationally intensive (defeating the value of the heuristic)
to evaluate the macroscopic distribution before using an annealer, but it is reasonable to assume
that for some classes of problems at large scale, the local and global temperature properties will
be common across the class. In other time-dependent applications of annealers the statistics of the
distributions being learned change slowly, so that only periodic evaluations of the temperatures may
be required.
An important potential application of quantum annealers is in machine learning [12, 11], where
other heuristic samplers (not annealers) are prevalent. A common heuristic used in machine learning
is called contrastive divergence (CD) [43, 44]. Bβ is approximated in CD by taking the ground truths
(a set of training examples) and evolving them by an MCMC procedure. This is an example of
the post-processing scheme used and recommended in this paper, except that annealed samples are
replaced by the ground truths. Like the annealing distribution, the distribution of training examples
may be incorrect in both its local and global features, the effect of the MCMC procedure is to tidy
up local distribution deviations. After post-processing the distribution is used directly - in effect the
post-processing temperature is taken to be correct3 , without consideration of potential macroscopic
deviations. The success of this algorithm in practice indicates that learning procedures may be
quite tolerant of macroscopic deviations from the Boltzmann distribution in application provided
the local temperature is correct. This would be good news since it may be computationally expensive
to quantify macroscopic deviations, but it is easy to measure and manipulate local temperature in
annealers.
One feature of D-Wave quantum annealers that might lead us to consider a different approach
3

In machine learning we can take the post-processing temperature to be β = 1, without loss of generality.
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is the quantum part, as already discussed. The single qubit freeze-out, and dynamical slow-down
at larger scales, are described by quantum models. The quantum Boltzmann distribution may be a
better fit to sample sets drawn from the DW2X, and perhaps in “post-processing” we should think
of the quantum space as the target, rather than the classical one. This is certainly a promising
direction for future work.
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A

Four standard DW2X compatible models

In this paper we investigate multiple families of Ising spin problems of the form (1). A number
of exotic problem classes have been studied in the context of DW2X [45, 46, 14, 47]. Many of
the motivations for these classes relate directly to optimization, and involve manipulation of the
very low energy landscape. It should be noted that many of these manipulations do not lead
to particularly interesting variations in the finite temperature behavior (of which we are more
concerned), except perhaps for small system sizes. As an example it is understood that all Chimera
structured models with independent and identically distributed couplings will show the same finite
temperature behavior, and no finite temperature spin glass transition [31]. Our model choices are
chosen with the aim of demonstrating strong and varied ergodicity breaking effects at the scales
studied. This appendix describes the models studied and the motivation for their selection; beyond
the set described we have considered some other unpublished classes and found similar phenomena.
The Chimera graph topology is shown in Figure 11, and must be respected in any problem
sampled directly by DW2X [48]. It can be seen that qubits are arranged in tiles, each tile is a K4,4 ,
a bipartite graph of 8 qubits. Due to manufacturing errors, some qubits and couplings are defective
and cannot be programmed.

Figure 11: Working graph of the DW2X used; the topology is called Chimera.

• Spin Glasses on Chimera graphs RAN1
A simple spin-glass model in the context of DW2X experiments has zero fields (hi = 0), with independent and identically distributed couplings uniform on Jij = ±1, subject to the Chimera graph
topology. These problems are called RAN1 [15]. Recent work has indicated that for some algorithms
RAN1 may be a relatively easy problem in which to discover optima [30], and that asymptotically
there is no finite temperature spin-glass phase transition [31], calling into question its usefulness as
a test of scalable performance. Nevertheless, the problem class continues to demonstrate interesting
phenomena in the context of quantum annealers and competing software.
We consider these problems defined over a square subgrid of the DW2X graph, we will call the
Chimera subgrid CL, where L is linear dimension, the number of cells per row (and per column).
Problems are studied at three scales: C2 (32 variables) as either C4 (127 variables on a square cell
grid), or C12 (1100 variables), on a square cell grid. Inference on the former problems is possible
by dynamic programming, the latter only by MCMC procedures.
• Anti-Cluster Spin Glasses on Chimera graphs (AC3)
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In the AC3 models we consider all couplings to be distributed uniformly at random Jij = ±1/3
inside the Chimera unit tiles, and set to a ferromagnetic values Jij = −1 between cells [15]4 . By
making couplings relatively stronger between cells, longer range interactions are induced through
sequences of strongly correlated vertical, or horizontally, qubits.
If the relative strength is chosen to scale appropriately with system size [49], then at sufficiently
low temperature we would expect the vertical couplings and horizontal inter-cell couplings to energetically dominate the other couplings, and for each sequence of horizontal or vertical qubits to
behave coherently as a single “chain” or logical qubit. The system would become equivalent to an
embedded fully bipartite Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model.
We work with small Chimera graph sizes and an intermediate coupling ratio (3), the model then
represents an interesting departure from RAN1 due to the increased long-range interactivity, but
falls short of the embedded SK model paradigm. Another interesting point of variation from RAN1
is the small increase in precision (we use an alphabet ±1/3 and ±1 in place of ±1), which has
consequence for the local estimation of temperature and single qubit freeze-out phenomena. As per
RAN1, problems are on C2, C4, or C12 scale.
• Random Not-all-equal-3SAT, NAE3SAT
Random Not-All-Equal-3SAT (NAE3SAT) are a particular family of satisfiability problems
closely related to 3SAT, and sharing the same computationally challenging features [29, 32]. We
consider problems with N variables and M = 1.8N clauses. Each clause m is described by 3 literals:
a triplet of indices ηm,1 , ηm,2 , ηm,3 and a triplet of signs am,1 , am,2 , am,3 (a sign -1/+1 indicates a
negative/positive literal). In random NAE3SAT, literals are selected independently: sampling uniformly the indices on {1, . . . , N }, and the signs on ±1. In the models we generate we apply the
further restrictions that (a) all problems we consider are satisfiable, (b) every variable appears in
some clause and (c) all variables are dependent (the graph is connected). The configuration model
can be used for sampling these topologies [50].
An Ising model in which the ground states of energy 0 are coincident with the satisfying assignments of NAE3SAT (true/false maps to +1/-1 ), and other states are assigned an energy equal to
the number of clause violations, is described by the Hamiltonian
H(x) =

M

1 X
am,1 am,2 xηm,1 xηm,2 + am,1 am,3 xηm,1 xηm,3 + am,2 am,3 xηm,2 xηm,3 − 1
4 m=1

(15)

By expansion, we find the form (1) up to an unimportant constant offset. Finding ground states of
this Hamiltonian solves an NP-complete satisfiability problem. However, the solution space structure
at non-zero (but low) energies is also interesting in its own right when M & 1.5N , paradigmatic
of hard to sample from energy landscapes [29]. This hardness is due to the existence of a finite
temperature random first order phase transition [29, 7].
The process of embedding can be used to generate an auxiliary problem that preserves the ground
state properties, but is solvable by the DW2X system [51]. Data is only presented for the 40 variable
instances of the NAE3SAT problem. The number of qubits required to represent the embedding
problems fluctuates, and is determined automatically by the embedding procedure, but typically
fits comfortably on a subgraph of the 8 by 8 cell (C8) Chimera graph. Inference on the unembedded
problem is typically possible by dynamic programming, whereas inference in the embedded problem
requires MCMC.
Embedding, and transforming the samples obtained back into the logical space, can have important consequences for temperature estimation, as discussed in Appendix I. The NAE3SAT problem
is also used to demonstrate variation amongst locally-consistent estimators in Appendix D.
• A bidirectional associative memory (BAM) model
The bidirectional associative memory model is a neural network model without hidden units. It
is the bipartite generalization of the Hopfield model [52]. In the model studied here, a set of N
4
We could equivalently assign the couplings between cells to ±1 at random, due to a simple symmetry the problem is
not meaningfully changed.
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Ising spins are divided into two equal groups that are conditionally independent, and a set of M
memories {(m) } are drawn each independently and uniformly from {−1, +1}N . If the model is
trained to recall these memories under Hebbian learning, the learning procedure converges upon a
distribution described by the Hamiltonian
H(x) = −

N/2
2 X
N i =1
1

N
X
i2 =N/2+1

xi1 xi2

M
X

(m) (m)

i1 i2 .

(16)

m=1

A similar model might be learned by regularized Boltzmann machine learning of the same set of
patterns.
The BAM model has an easy to understand energy landscape when the number of memories to
be stored is small compared to the number of variables N [53]. For large enough N and β > 1 the
Boltzmann distribution is defined by 2M well defined modes (these modes come in pairs related by
a trivial symmetry). The memories ±(m) define the centers of these modes, and are local ground
states (up to perhaps a small Hamming distance). This is a nice model for theoretical exploration
since there is a clear distinction between the global features (modes), and local features. To be
solved on DW2X (for more than 8 variables) the model would need to be embedded, but in this
paper we only apply STA to this model. A 128 variable, M = 3 memory, model is studied in
Appendix E.2 to demonstrate interesting features of a multi-canonical approximation.

B

Annealer dynamics and parameterization

The distributions we analyze describe either samples generated by a simulated thermal annealing
(STA) procedure, or by the DW2X quantum annealer. Annealing dynamics are described, and we
discuss how the schedules for annealing are defined, and chosen for optimization applications.

B.1

Blocked Gibbs sampling and simulated thermal annealing

Blocked Gibbs is a standard Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure closely related to the Metropolis
algorithm procedure [7, 44]. To understand blocked Gibbs we must first assume a graphical model,
such as Figure 11, in order to identify conditionally independent variable sets [18]. A heuristic
graph coloring will reveal conditionally independent sets of variables, in general it is fast to find
some graph coloring. In a bipartite graphical model (e.g., the RAN1, AC3, or BAM models of
Section A) there is a unique pair of such sets. The conditional probability distribution on each set
is a factorized distribution. We can resample each spin xi in the set S, setting its value according
to probability
exp(−βζi (x)xi )
,
(17)
Pβ (xi |x \ xi ) =
2 cosh(βζi (x))
where ζ(x) = (J +J T )x+h. We proceed through the sets in a fixed order, for each set resampling all
variables – this procedure is called a sweep. This procedure can be iterated at a fixed temperature,
and the distribution of samples is guaranteed to approach the Boltzmann distribution parameterized
by β over sufficiently many sweeps.
The blocked Gibbs sampling procedure at large β is not very efficient in sampling for multimodal distributions, since samples are immediately trapped by the nearest modes (which may be
of high energy), and escape only over a long time scale. A more effective strategy for multi-modal
problems is blocked Gibbs annealing, in which β is slowly increased towards the terminal the terminal
value βT with a sequence of sweeps (choosing a schedule, i.e. an assignment of sweep numbers to
temperatures). In this paper we consider an annealing schedule that is a linear interpolation between
0 and βT .
Given the linear schedule, a generic implementation of STA has two parameters: the total anneal
time, and the terminal inverse temperature βT . Unless stated otherwise we will base our evaluations on 104 samples, and these samples are all independent and identically distributed (within the
limitation of the strong pseudorandom number generators we use). If STA equilibrates throughout
the anneal, it will approach a Boltzmann distribution parameterized by βT , whereas if ergodicity
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breaking plays a role, we expect it to be characterized by a smaller value that depends on the
objective applied. We now explain how anneal times and βT were chosen in this paper:

B.1.1

Parameterization of STA

We apply STA to the BAM model, choosing βT = 4 and 200 as the number of sweeps. The inverse
temperature is chosen so as to be well above the known thermodynamic phase transition [53], so
that samples are well separated into modes. The number of sweeps is taken as 200 so that in the
STA distribution we observe large frequencies over many of the lowest energy states, in order that
we may evaluate the multi-canonical method of Benedetti et al. without modification [11].
In the main section we study a set of problems using both DW2X and STA, for the RAN1 and
AC3 problem classes. Due to controversy surrounding comparison of these two algorithms, we were
more careful in these choices [30, 38, 15]. A principled choice for DW2X operating parameters would
be ones that minimize “Time to Solution” (TTS), an optimization criterion, as discussed in Section
B.2. We find that 20µs anneals minimize this quantity for the DW2X.
For STA, we present results for βT = 3.54 for RAN1, and βT = 4.82 for AC3. We choose the
STA parameter βT so that the distribution of local excitations in STA and DW2X are comparable;
we make the two solvers similar in their local properties, so that differences between the annealers
reflect more interesting global features. To achieve this the STA parameter βT is chosen equal to
the MLPL estimate of β at full scale for DW2X (see Figure 3). An alternative interesting choice for
βT would be to minimize TTS. While this would also be principled, we finally opted against this
choice. In the case of RAN1 our choice βT = 3.54 is not too dissimilar to the value (β = 3) that
had been previously been proposed for optimization applications [15, 30, 38].
To find the number of sweeps to use in STA, we minimize TTS in the median instance. For
RAN1 we determined a rule of thumb the held across all problem sizes in this paper: number of
sweeps = 1000L, i.e., for a C12 graph 12000 sweeps are used. We applied this same rule of thumb
to AC3 problems.
A second choice for the number of sweeps is to match the time per sample of DW2X. A recent
efficient implementation of the Metropolis algorithm for ±1 valued couplings achieves a rate of 6.65
spin flips per nano-second [38]. In C12 problems we have 1100 active qubits, and so 20µs would
20000 ns
allow for 1100
spin flips ∗ 6.65 spin flips/ns ≈ 120 sweeps (updates of all variables).
In all RAN1 and AC3 experiments we chose to present the 1000L sweep data. For some C12
problems we also show the equalized time-per-sample result of 120 sweeps, along with a value
intermediate (on the exponential scale) of 1200 sweeps.

B.2

DW2X sampling

In the case of the DW2X, the annealing is controlled by a time-dependent transverse field ∆(t) and
an energy scale E(t). These quantities are shown in Figure 12 for the DW2X system used in this
paper. The physical temperature (T ) of the system varies with time and load on the device and
is difficult to estimate. We have experimentally observed a physical temperature which is 22.9 in
the median, with quartiles of 22.0 mK and 25.6 mK, over the data taking time period. We did not
analyze the time scales associated to temperature fluctuations in depth, but much of the variation
occurs on long time scales, so that in a single experiment we typically found a tighter range of
temperatures applied. The unitless Hamiltonian operator in effect at any point in the anneal is
given by



X
h  ∆(s) X (i) E(s)r X
Jij
h
i
Ĥ(s) =
σx +
σ̂z(i) σ̂z(j) +
σ̂z(i) 
kB T
2
2
max({|J
|,
|h
|})
max({|J
|,
|h
|})
ij
i
ij
i
i
ij
i
(18)
where s = t/tmax is the rescaled time, and the coefficient h is Planck’s constant. The Hamiltonian
parameters can be considered rescaled to maximum value 1, this is the meaning of the denominator max(·). r and tmax are the rescaling parameter and the anneal time parameter, respectively.
Throughout this paper, we adopt the convention that the Hamiltonian for the problem is fixed, and
treat r the rescaling r to be a parameter of the heuristic (DW2X). In current operation of the DW2X
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system, this manipulation is achieved in practice by turning off autoscale, and manually rescaling
the values of {Jij , hi } submitted. We find the convention of modifying the quantum Hamiltonian
(18) to be more intuitive than considering modification of the classical Hamiltonian that is submitted: when we rescale downwards we are implying the use of smaller energy scales E(t) in the
annealer, we anticipate that β is reduced.
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Figure 12: The DW2X operational energy scales during the anneal.

Proceeding (infinitely) slowly, so that equilibration occurs at the terminal model, we would be
guaranteed to sample a diagonalized state described by a Boltzmann distribution (2) coincident
with the classical Hamiltonian (1). Equating the prefactors for the two unitless Hamiltonians we
have β0 = hEmax /(2kB T ) = 11.3, which is the terminal inverse temperature – the expected overall
scaling of the Hamiltonian. In Section 4.2 it is discussed why we do not equilibrate at this inverse
temperature, and why the inverse temperature we do find is not necessarily a linear function of the
rescaling parameter r.
A number of noise sources affect the components of the processor, aside from temperature
fluctuations. These have been increasingly mitigated with each generation of D-Wave processors
and by calibration efforts, but remain significant in the processor used [9, 46, 54, 55]. A simple
model for the combined effect of error sources is one of independent zero-mean Gaussian distributed
offsets on each programmed field and coupling; fitting this model to data for simple Hamiltonians
estimates for the variance of 0.052 for fields, and 0.0352 for couplings have been established in some
systems (relative to a programming range of [−1, 1] for J and [−2, 2] for h) [14, 49, 10]. Such a
model can provide intuition for the scale of noise, and the precision available to programmers; but
does not account for time dependence in the noise sources, some systematic errors, and cross talk.
For purposes of this exposition we will ignore time-dependence in the samples except in the
treatment of Appendix H, and approximate our samples drawn from DW2X as independent and
identically distributed. Our batches of samples are generated, unless otherwise stated, by collecting
104 samples split across 10 programming cycles. This is a standard collection procedure that trades
off quality of samples against timing considerations – including annealing time, programming time
and read-out time. The programming cycles exploit spin-reversals, a noise mitigating technique that
strongly suppresses correlations between programming cycles [56], see Appendix H for a description
of spin-reversals and their impacts.
In this paper we consider only two embedded problems experiments, relating to the NAE3SAT
problem with 40 variables. These are in Appendices D and I. When we sample from an embedded
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problem we obtain a distribution on the qubit states, not on the “logical states” of the original
problem. We can create a distribution on the “logical space” problem by projecting samples into
that space. The embedding we use in this paper utilizes chains to enforce identity relations amongst
qubits, so that when chains are intact we are in a subspace that has a one-to-one mapping in energy
back to the logical space problem. Samples in this subspace can be converted directly into samples
on the logical problem, and if the distribution is Boltzmann on the embedded space, it will be
Boltzmann on this subspace (thereby the logical problem), and with the same parameter β.
Samples that violate these chains may be numerous, and can be brought into the chain-intact
subspace by error correction methods (these can be thought of as post-processing in the embedded
space). Most naive amongst these methods is chain voting (assigning all values in a chain to the
value most represented in the chain). This is the only form of projection evaluated in this paper –
more sophisticated projecting methods would involve a more careful study of the difference in the
energy landscapes and perhaps a consideration of quantum chain dynamics.

B.2.1

Parameterization of DW2X

Our criteria for selection of the default rescaling parameter r and the anneal time is minimization of
the “Time to Solution” (TTS) [15, 30, 38]. TTS is the expected time required to see a ground state
for the first time. For the three problems studied with DW2X, it is optimal to choose a minimal
programmable anneal time (20µs), and a maximum programmable energy scale r = 1. A second
(and not uncorrelated) reason to use these parameters is that they are the default operation mode
of the DW2X annealer. Since we are attempting to minimize some other objective, TTS is not
necessarily the optimal way to use the DW2X heuristic in these two parameters.

C

Maximum log-pseudo-likelihood

Maximum log-pseudo-likelihood (MLPL) is an attempt to replace the maximum likelihood estimator
by a tractable one [22, 24]. This is a common heuristic in parameter estimation, although it is
more commonly applied for larger parameter sets, as a stand in for Boltzmann machine learning
procedures.
The pseudolikelihood estimate might be achieved by the following substitution for Pβ (x) in (3)
Y
PβP L (x) =
Bβ (xi |x \ xi )
(19)
i

and minimizing with respect to β. This method can be justified by its results, and rederived in
other ways, but is sometimes difficult to interpret – notably (19) is not a probability.
Maximum likelihood estimation requires the NP-hard to calculate quantity of mean energy.
Pseudo likelihood allows us to bypass this hard inference task. One way to think about the additional
power of pseudo-likelihood is that it uses additional information from every sample, not just the
essential statistic, energy - which is all that is used in a maximum likelihood estimate[26, 23].
As discussed Section 3.1 we can derive the same estimate for β from the energy matching criterion
(4) averaging over all possible single bit-flip resamplings (10). This provides a clear interpretation
for the method, and presents natural generalizations. In the case of the pairwise Ising model
H(x) = xT Jx + hT x, the MLPL estimate is given by EM(β) = 0, where
EM(β) =

XX
x∈S

xi ζi (x)

i

exp(2βxi ζi (x))
1 + exp(2βxi ζi (x))

(20)

P
and the vector ζi (x) = [hi + j (Jij + Jji )xj ] is the effective field. Note that −2xi ζi is the energy
change of flipping the state of spin i. Provided there exists at least one ζi (x) > 0, and one value
ζi (x) < 0 (at least one local excitation in some sample), then this equation has a unique finite
solution which can be found, for example, by a bisection search method.
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Extensions of the self-consistent approximation
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The maximum log-pseudo-likelihood estimator is determined by the energy matching criterion under
the self-consistent approximation (8), with single bit resampling (10). Our argument throughout
this paper has been that all choices for Wβ will likely lead to quantitatively similar local estimates
of β, as they redistribute samples only locally and preserve macroscopic biases. In this appendix
we demonstrate that the situation is slightly more blurred. One implementation of (8) in this
Appendix is to take W to be a sequence of m sweeps of blocked Gibbs, and to solve the energy
matching criterion under this sequence of increasingly powerful approximations. As m goes to
infinity we would recover Bβ perfectly, and so obtain the global estimate to inverse temperature,
for small m the approximation is increasingly local as m decreases. MLPL is even more local than
single-sweep, and and so produces an even higher estimate to β.
In Figure 13 we demonstrate the inverse temperature estimates obtained as a function of the
different self-consistency criteria (m). Results are for sampling of 100 random 40 variable NAE3SAT
problems using DW2X; the samples are obtained by embedding the Hamiltonian and “chain-voting”
the samples into the N = 40 dimensional logical space. In this way each of the 104 anneals yields a
sample.
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Figure 13: Median and quartiles over a set of 100 NAE3SAT problems (40 variables, clauseto-variable ratio of 1.8). (left) EM(β), the deviation from the energy matching criterion (4) is
shown as a function of β used in our one sweep of blocked Gibbs approximation to Bβ (x). When
∆E = 0 we have an approximation to the maximum likelihood estimator. (right) Estimation of
β using blocked Gibbs self-consistency as a function of increasing number of sweeps; as we move
to larger number of sweeps we move towards the maximum likelihood estimate of β, and further
from the MLPL estimate (shown as the dashed line).

In Figure 13(left) we show the energy matching value EM(β) (4) for 100 different problem
instances under m = 1 sweep of blocked Gibbs sampling approximation. Setting EM(β) = 0 we
obtain the Maximum Likelihood estimate. In the Figure 13(right) we demonstrate how, as we
increase the amount of post-processing m, the median estimate of β evolves downwards, towards
the maximum likelihood estimate. Errors in Figure 13(right) represent uncertainty associated to
the blocked Gibbs procedure itself, which was repeated many times per initial condition PA . In the
distribution over 100 instances there is significantly more variation.
We can see that self-consistent approximations can be improved and yield values closer to the
maximum likelihood estimate (and further from the MLPL estimate) by increasing the power of the
kernel W used in the post-processing method. This problem is however a very small one, of only 40
variables, and effects are less pronounced in larger hard problems.
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E

Estimation from multi-canonical methods

Two multi-canonical methods are explored experimentally in this paper: the self-consistent multicanonical (SCMC) approximation introduced in Section 3.2, and the linear regression multi-canonical
(LRMC) method of Benedetti et al. [11]. In this appendix we first discuss how multi-canonical
methods may capture both local and global distribution features. We discuss limitations of multicanonical methods, but also the fact that using the method in combination with MLPL can be used
to efficiently indicate the presence of ergodicity breaking. We show in Appendix E.1 some results
demonstrating ∆β estimation in RAN1 problems. The results show patterns similar to those for the
single distribution methods, but interpretation is difficult due to the interaction between rescaling
and ergodicity breaking. In Appendix E.2 we demonstrate the use of multi-canonical methods in
isolating global and local effects. The choice of methods is not specific to the task in each subsection;
we might leverage either method to achieve similar results in the respective sections.
Let us consider how two different annealer parameterizations may differ in distribution for STA
with the SCMC method (assuming qualitatively similar arguments for DW2X, and for the LRMC
method). Suppose two STA differ in the terminal inverse temperature, in one case annealing to
A1 = β0 and in the other case to A2 = (1 − )β0 , for relatively small . With reference to Figure
1, we anticipate that both distributions are subject to a similar pattern of ergodicity breaking,
but at the end of the anneal relax locally according to the different terminal inverse temperatures.
The energy gap is a combination of energy gaps within each mode, and the energy gaps between
modes. Restricting to replica-exchanges within the modes we may expect to see ∆β = β0 , but
between modes of significantly differing energy, we would expect a much smaller value for ∆β. If
the energy gap between modes is large (as is the case schematically Figure 1) then the replica
exchange probabilities between valleys will dominate the estimator, and we see a value close to zero.
This is of course only one scenario, and depending on the relation between the rescaling and the
ergodicity breaking we may see different patterns.
Since multi-canonical methods depend on both global and local features, we can infer ergodicity
breaking by comparison with approximators that capture only local distribution features. We have
two distributions and so can efficiently obtain MLPL estimates for each, as well as calculate ∆β by
a multi-canonical estimate. Inconsistency of these estimates is an indicator of ergodicity breaking,
but one which may be difficult to interpret independently of other knowledge about the distribution.
This may be useful, but we caution that it cannot be relied upon to capture ergodicity breaking in
general. Since it is self-consistent, and hence only sensitive to differences amongst observed modes,
it will not capture ergodicity breaking related to the unseen modes (missing mass). This sensitivity
to missing modes is a problem with all self-consistent estimation methods. Another way to see
ergodicity breaking, or perhaps simply bias in the estimators, would be to consider three pairs of
distributions (A1 , A2 , A3 ), measuring ∆β between each. Of course, this should yield a consistent
set of gaps if we have a Boltzmann distribution and unbiased estimators for the gap.
We would like to note a limitation of the energy gap matching criterion (6). In order for the
equation to be solved for some finite ∆β it is necessary that the range of the empirical distributions
on energy overlap. Meaning, that the smallest energy of the hotter distribution is smaller than the
largest energy on the colder distribution. In order to have low variance estimation we understand
that the distributions ought to overlap strongly, otherwise the result is very sensitive to a small
number of outliers in the energy distribution.
The LRMC method also has some shortcomings. Firstly, a linear regression method is employed.
The objective being minimized, least squares, is not a particularly informative one and it is difficult
to convert a fitting error to useful information about the quality of the distributions. Secondly, a
necessary feature of the method is that pairs of energy states are well occupied, which is a stronger
requirement than in the SCMC method. Finally, the data points used in the fitting are noisy, and
since the noise model will (at least for those low-occupancy energy levels) be non-Gaussian, a bias
in estimation can be expected. Binning data so as to modify and mitigate for the errors, and to
create compatible occupied levels, may itself introduce bias.
Aside from this we reiterate that use of multi-canonical methods have some disadvantages.
Neither of the two methods have in our opinion been sufficiently and robustly tested, although the
LRMC method has been successfully applied in a machine learning context. Both methods are
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consistent estimators, but bias and variance are poorly understood; perhaps a careful consideration
of how to extract maximum information is required [33]. Also, the methods presented require
collection of two sample sets (even if our interest is only in one parameterization) and an assumption
on ∆β as a function of the annealer parameterization. The assumption that β is linear in the
rescaling parameter is correct in the absence of ergodicity breaking; but based on analysis of Sections
4.1 and Appendix E.1 requires some careful consideration.

E.1

Rescaling dependence with the SCMC method

In this section we plot estimates to ∆β using the SCMC method. We study 100 RAN1 distributions
under DW2X sampling at various scales. In Figure 14 we compare two distributions that differ by 0.1
(left) or 0.2 (right) in the DW2X rescaling parameter. If we have equilibration at the terminal model,
we anticipate a linear correspondence between the rescaling parameter and the inverse temperature,
β(r) ∝ r, and so we would expect a constant value. There is a clear departure. We determine
larger gaps for the simpler models (smaller rescaling parameters, and smaller system size). The
estimate for ∆β is also a non-linear function; the sum of ∆β for two successive pairs separated by
0.1 in the rescaling parameter is not consistent with the estimate based on a single pair of models
differing by 0.2. Note that the absence of data points for larger systems and smaller β is owing
to the fact that the estimator is only usable when the energy distributions overlap, if the energy
distribution support is disjoint ∆β is estimated as infinite. The energy distributions are also quite
well separated for larger system sizes (C12), so that these results might be considered relatively
unreliable. In multi-canonical methods, as already noted, the rescaling should be chosen adaptively
to allow reasonable overlap of the energy distribution.
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Figure 14: ∆β estimates in RAN1 models using the multi-canonical approach. Where points
are absent the estimate is infinite due to non-overlap of the energy distributions at the different
parameter settings. Error bars represent median and quartiles with respect to 100 instances
studied. (left) 9 pairs of annealing distributions differing in the DW2X rescaling parameter
(r, r − 0.1) were used, r = 0.2, . . . , 1. (right) 8 pairs of annealing distributions differing in the
DW2X rescaling parameter (r, r − 0.2), r = 0.3, . . . , 1.

The details of these curves are difficult to interpret, but under the approximation β(r) ∝ r
we do however see trends qualitatively consistent with those discovered based on ML and MLPL
estimation in Section 4.1. Rescaling to small values of r we see larger inverse temperatures not
far from the single qubit freeze-out prediction. For larger models we infer significantly smaller β
values, indeed much smaller even than those predicted by the maximum likelihood method in the
case of large systems. As outlined in this appendix, it may be expected that when the samples are
dynamically trapped by modes with strongly differing energies, the estimate will approach zero.
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E.2

Separation of global and local temperatures with the LRMC method

In this appendix we evaluate the LRMC method in the context of STA and the bidirectional associative memory model, described in Appendix A. We note that our implementation of Benedetti
et al. is simplified relative to the most recent version of their paper, so that we utilize data less
efficiently [11]. The model we evaluate has full bipartite connectivity, 128 variables, and 3 well
separated pairs of modes (modes for a given pair are related by a change of sign of all Ising spins).
We use sample sets of size 104 , generated at two different terminal β values (A1 : βT = 4 and
A2 : βT = 4x, x = 0.8), in each case using a linear schedule in β of 200 sweeps.
To implement the LRMC method we first determine the energy that is most strongly represented
in both sample sets. This modal energy Em is typically the ground state energy for this modelannealer combination. We then find all other relevant energy levels E: here we select energies that
appeared at least 10 times under both rescalings as relevant. This is because energy levels of low
frequency are very noisy and we do not wish to introduce a noise model to complicate the story we
present. If ΩA (E) is the number of samples of energy e under a rescaling A then, assuming error
bars are negligible, an estimate for β is obtained by a least square fitting of the curve




ΩA2 (E)
ΩA1 (E)
− log
= β(1 − x)(E − Em ) ,
(21)
log
ΩA1 (Em )
ΩA2 (Em )
Solving for β, by linear regression, gives the estimator for distribution A1 according to the LRMC
method.
In our presentation of the LRMC method we will also implement a variation, fitting independently data on 3 different subspaces as well as the full space. Each E can be identified with one
or more samples x, and we can cluster these E values according to which mode (memory) is best
represented by x (up to symmetry, there will be only 3 modes). We plot all the data points in Figure
15, but color them according to this classification. As can be seen, the data in its entirety is not well
described by a linear fit, but after clustering we see that a linear fit on each mode seems appropriate.
Within each mode we can obtain a local temperature describing the distribution on that mode, that
is as expected close to βT . Despite the use of 104 samples, estimates are quite noisy due to the small
sub-populations involved. Between the three curves there is a horizontal displacement: this reflects
the fact that when we rescale the terminal β by a factor x = 0.8 there is no significant redistribution
between the modes. This is expected since the ergodicity breaking happens early in the annealing
procedure when the model is even further scaled down (approximately by 0.25, if we trust the large
N behavior [53]), and so the two annealed distributions are macroscopically distributed between
the modes in a similar manner. We can see how fitting all the data, as recommended by Benedetti
et al., leads to a mixture of the global and local temperature [11].
We have shown that multi-canonical methods, in combination with clustering, yields additional
information. A combination of local and global distribution features is apparent in this example,
which is easy to establish since we chose the model to induce clusters that would be well defined
and easy to discover. However, some of this information could be extracted with single-distribution
methods. In particular, we see that the local temperature estimates have strong variation about
the expected value βT = 4 in the example presented. If by contrast we cluster the points and apply
the MLPL estimator to each mode independently we obtain estimates of much lower variance based
on the same number of samples. In this sense, MLPL seems to use the local information more
efficiently than the version of the LRMC method we have presented.

F

KLD estimation with mixture models on subspaces

The KLD (3) can be expressed as an entropy, a mean energy scaled by β, and a log partition term
"
#
X
X
KLD[PA , Bβ ] = − −
PA (x) log PA (x) + β
PA (x)H(x) + log(Z(β)) .
(22)
x

x

We can determine a value of β minimizing this quantity through the energy matching criterion, but
to understand quality we should evaluate this objective. An obvious problem is the evaluation of
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Figure 15: Log empirical frequency ratios are shown versus the residual energy (energy of the
state minus energy of the ground state), the gradient characterizes a temperature. Energies are
classified into modes by color, according to their nearest memory (Hamming distance). Each
mode is well fitted by a single curve, which describes the local temperature and is in rough
agreement with the target temperature, βT = 4, as would be expected in STA. Between modes
data are displaced horizontally. The three upper most points describe local ground states and do
not show a decreasing trend – indicating that the rescaling by a factor x = 0.8 has little effect on
the relative probabilities of local ground states relative to the global ground state. A linear fit to
all the data gives a temperature that mixes this global distribution feature, with the contribution
of the local estimates. A naive linear fit is made in each case, excluding analysis of errors on data
points (errors on points grow moving rightward and downward, as state frequencies decrease).

log(Z), which is NP-hard. Nevertheless, methods such as annealed importance sampling or parallel
tempering can be effectively employed for the problem types we have presented [19, 39].
Unfortunately evaluation of the entropy term from a set of samples is also problematic. Entropy
is a non-linear function of PA , and when estimated by plug-in type approaches (7) is subject to
strong bias [57, 58]. The plug-in estimator based upon (7) yields a consistent estimator, but it is
only when log of the number of samples is greater than the entropy that we may accurately estimate
the entropy term. Boltzmann distributions have entropy that grows linearly with the dimensionality.
Thus, it seems that unless we make some strong assumption on the distribution PA then we cannot
capture the entropy term.
An example where we have such additional information is a post-processed distribution (13),
which we have also argued in Section 4.5 of this paper provides more meaningful information on
the practical usefulness of the samples obtained from annealing. If we evaluate the KLD for this
distribution we can exploit knowledge of the analytical form for Wβ to improve estimation, both
the bias and variance of the crude estimator. The use of this analytical form can be interpreted
as Rao-Blackwellization, with respect to the KLD of the post-processed distribution. It can also
be shown that the KLD of the post-processed distribution provides a lower bound on the KLD
for the unprocessed distribution, thus this quantity provides useful information on the unprocessed
heuristic distribution.
We can develop this idea for blocked Gibbs post-processing of a bipartite Ising model. In a
bipartite model, there are two sets of variables S and T , that are each conditionally independent
(disconnected in the graphical model). If we first conditionally sample S according to the Boltzmann
distribution, and then T , this is one sweep of blocked Gibbs sampling. The new set of samples are
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described by a post-processed distribution (13) with the kernel
W (x|x0 ) = Bβ (xS |xT )Bβ (xS |xT ).

(23)

Evaluating the KLD for PA,β under this kernel, we are able to simplify the expression for the KLD
to
 

PA,β (xS )
KLD[PA,β , Bβ ] = E log
(24)
Bβ (xS )
where E[·] is an expectation with respect to PA,β (xS ). If we then take the plug-in estimator to the
original annealing distribution PA (7), we are able to approximate PA,β as
P̂A,β (xS ) =

X

P̂A (xT )

xT

Y exp(βζi (xT )xi )
2 cosh(βζi (xT ))

(25)

i∈S

where ζ(x) = (J + J T )x + h; ζi (x) is a function only of xT for i ∈ S due to the bipartite structure.
The new expression (24) cannot be exactly evaluated in polynomial time, but perfect sampling from
PA,β is possible. We can thus obtain an accurate estimate by evaluating the expectation by Monte
Carlo sampling. Some tricks outlined in [59], who evaluate a similar functional form in the context
of a different method, can be brought to bear in reducing this variance.
Two things have changed relative to estimating KLD with a plug-in estimator. Firstly, we are
evaluating the KLD for distributions on a subspace S that is half as large as the original space S ∪T ,
secondly the distribution PA,β is not determined by a histogram on samples, but as a mixture of
product distributions. Each of these features allows us to exponentially reduce (exponential in the
dimensionality of the system, N ) the number of samples required to accurately estimate KLD.
Using the estimator (24) we show results in Figure 16 for the KLD for a single typical instance
from both RAN1 and AC3 problem classes at C4 scale (127 variable); there is strong variation
between instances at this scale, but the two patterns are exemplars chosen to be typical in the
maximum likelihood estimate for β. Solid lines indicate the estimator, and dashed lines indicate the
jack-knife bias corrected estimate [60], the fact that the bias is appreciable even with 104 samples is
an indication that we are approaching the limit of usefulness of this estimator. Indeed, the bias for
the 40 sweep STA is so large as to render the estimate of entropy ineffective; the case of 400 sweeps
is marginal, whereas for 4000 sweep STA and DW2X the estimates are accurate everywhere.
With 104 samples we would, in the absence of the post-processing trick, be limited to estimating
KLD for distributions of entropy . log(104 ) = 9.4; however, in this case we accurately measure entropy even as β → 0 (where entropy is 128 log(2)). The KLD objective indicates strong performance
at low temperature for DW2X, a reflection of the ability to reach consistently low energy scales [15].
If we instead used the MSE objective (5) across this range of β we find that STA performance is
improved relative to DW2X.
Unfortunately, the use of this estimator is still fundamentally limited by the curse of dimensionality. To understand the limitations of this estimator we can consider first the best case scenario for
performance, when the parameters ζ(xT ) happen to be optimal (minimizing the KLD). The KLD
would then match that for a mixture of mean-field approximations [59]. In this context we can assert
that the KLD for a single mixture component (derived from a single sample) can be no better than
the mean-field approximation. The KLD of a mean-field approximation can be quite poor, except
in the approximation of a single mode and the KLD between a mean-field approximation and many
interesting Boltzmann distributions can be expected to grow linearly with the dimensionality. Also
shown in [59], is the fact that the KLD decreases at most logarithmically in the number of mixture
components (number of samples). In this scenario, we may still require a number of samples that is
exponential in the dimensionality if we are estimating for a distribution that is close to a Boltzmann
distribution.
This can be restated more informally. We know that a single sample processed by one sweep of
blocked Gibbs may spread quite representatively over one mode of the distribution, and so capture
local energy and entropy. However, if there are a large number of modes (including local minima
which trap dynamics), then we need to see them all many times to begin estimating the inter-mode
entropy term (also called complexity [29], capturing the distribution over modes) correctly. In the
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Figure 16: KLD results for two exemplar instances of AC3 (left) and RAN1 (right) each at
C4 scale (127 variables). Full lines indicate the estimate, and the dashed lines indicate jackknife bias corrected estimates. The variance determined by the jack-knife method is negligible
by comparison with symbol size. The bias is very large for 40-sweep annealing, indicating we
have insufficient samples to properly determine the KLD. Elsewhere we judge the bias not to
significantly impact our conclusions.

case of RAN1 we find that quite quickly, beyond scale C4, the estimator can become strongly biased
in a qualitatively similar manner to the plug-in estimator, particularly at intermediate temperatures;
for this reason in the main text we have chosen MSE as our objective of choice.

G

Estimating β in AC3 problems

In Figure 17 we show results from the DW2X for AC3 problems. In contrast to the RAN1 results
in Section 4.1, here the MLPL method of estimating local β is much closer to the linear. The
maximum likelihood estimator, however, still reflects the global distribution distortions due to
ergodicity breaking. It is worth noting that both estimators show the DW2X to be sampling from
colder temperatures than in the RAN1 case. Simulated thermal annealing results are not shown,
since they would show the same features as in Section 4.1. We understand that higher precision
problems may be expected to have MLPL estimates that scale linearly with the DW2X rescaling
parameter, as discussed in Section 4.2.

H

Impact of spin reversals on DW2X distributions

A spin reversal transformation of the Hamiltonian is defined by a random vector η ∈ {−1, 1}N .
Given such a vector we can define a new Hamiltonian
X
X
Hη (x) =
Jij ηi ηj xi xj +
ηi hi xi
(26)
ij

i

Boltzmann samples drawn according to this distribution Sη = {x}, can be transformed in Boltzmann
samples on the original distribution, by componentwise multiplication of every sample by η. This
is due to a symmetry. Any reasonable heuristic will respect such a transformation, thus the rule for
Boltzmann samplers applies also to good heuristics in principle.
Although the DW2X is designed to obey this symmetry, it is weakly violated due to noise sources.
Fortunately, spin-reversal transformations can be used to mitigate for the noise sources that cause
this symmetry breaking. To do this, we can draw each sample according to a different spin-reversed
Hamiltonian (26), transforming by a random vector η, and reversing this transformation to obtain
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Figure 17: Bars represent quartiles over 100 random instances of AC3 at each scale. (left) Temperature estimates by the MLPL method. (right) Temperature estimates by maximum likelihood.

a sample in our original space. In this way, the random impact of noise on each representation is
averaged out at the distribution level.
For purposes of our study, using many spin-reversal symmetries is also valuable in reducing autocorrelation of the samples. We find that whereas samples drawn sequentially for a fixed programming
(η = 1) have some measurable autocorrelation that decays according to a 1/f spectrum [61]. The
autocorrelation on statistics derived from samples that each differ by spin-reversal transformations
is difficult to detect.
Unfortunately, it is currently very impractical to use a separate spin-reversal transformation for
every sample, since each Hamiltonian submission must be programmed, requiring some time. It is
more time efficient to draw samples in batches. In Figure 18 we show how the distributions err from
the Boltzmann distribution as a function of the number of spin-reversals used in generating the
sample set (total sample set size is normalized, so this uncertainty is removed). There is clearly a
very large improvement in moving from sets constructed from one spin-reversal to sets constructed
of 10 or more, but beyond this the returns are diminishing. For this reason we used for the bulk of
our studies the more efficient format of 10 spin-reversals by 1,000 samples.

I

Effects of embedding on temperature estimation

The process of projecting solutions from the qubit space into the logical space, required for solving
non-Chimera structured problems (see discussion Appendix B.2), can have a significant impact on
the distribution, and the temperature(s) that characterize the distribution.
We consider a single instance of a 40 variable NAE3SAT problem. This is an exemplar, but
we do not intend for general conclusions to be drawn. For this instance the process of embedding
transforms the Hamiltonian (16) on 40 variables into a Hamiltonian on 308 qubits5 . The energy
penalty per embedding violation is chosen to be 1.80 (in the unscaled units of (16)), reflecting a
trade-off amongst various quantum annealing features (particularly precision). In other words, an
embedding violating excitation is roughly twice as expensive as a clause violating excitation. When
drawing 104 samples we see approximately 12.5% of samples are chain-intact, so that the majority
of samples contain at least one embedding violation.
In Figure 19(left) we show the energy distribution of the samples in the 308 dimensional qubit
space, evaluated according to the embedded Hamiltonian, and three Boltzmann distribution. We use
parallel tempering to determine the mean energy and energy histogram for each of the Boltzmann
distributions. In 19(right) we consider the energy distribution in the 40 dimensional logical space
of the original problem for the subset of samples that were chain-intact, and for all samples (after
5

We use the standard embedding function provided by the application interface for DW2X, based on the standard
heuristic [51]. This embeds onto a C8 subgrid of the DW2X graph for the problem presented.
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Figure 18: At C12 scale, spin reversals have a significant impact on MSE for both AC3 (left)
and RAN1 (right). Given M samples, the error achieved by batch methods (m samples per
spin-reversal with M/m spin reversals) is close to that of the ideal scenario of one sample per
spin reversal, and converges rapidly as m decreases. The effect is a noisy one when few spinreveral transformations are used, and is only statistically significant after averaging over many
distributions (100 in this figure). We establish the mean estimate, and its standard error by
bootstrapping of a sample set of 10000 spin-reverals sampling each time 1000 samples.

these are chain-voted into the lower dimensional space), as well as the same three Boltzmann
distributions. The Boltzmann distributions were chosen by the maximum likelihood criteria with
respect to the three hardware distributions that are plotted, and each distributions seem to be in
qualitative agreement with some Boltzmann distribution – but not the same one. The error bars
associated to the chain-intact distribution reflecting only the fact that we have fewer chain-intact
samples from which to estimate. We use dynamic programming to determine the mean energy
and energy histogram for each of the Boltzmann distributions. There is reasonable agreement of
all three DW2X derived distributions with the energy spectrum of some Boltzmann distribution.
However, we caution that this does not guarantee that the MSE on correlations, or some other
statistic weakly dependent on the energy spectrum, will also be Boltzmann. We did not thoroughly
test in this regard.
We can see that in the embedded problem the value of β that best describes the mean energy
is relatively large. By contrast the estimate over the subspace where chains are intact is slightly
smaller. Including chain-voted samples alongside the chain-intact samples decreases the β estimate
on the subspace (we introduce relatively more high energy states). If the distribution is Boltzmann
in the embedded space, then the same distribution (β) describes the chain-intact subspace, and
therefore the logical problem on 40 variables. In this example (and in others not presented) we find
this not to be the case: β measured on the embedded space would predict too large a mean energy
if applied to the logical problem.
Since the objective may be to sample at larger inverse temperature in the logical space, we must
consider whether inclusion of the chain-broken samples (whether by chain-voting, or some other
mechanism) is valuable. If we restrict to the chain-intact system it seems we have a Boltzmann
distribution at significantly lower temperature; including chain-broken states we have more samples,
but we also move to smaller β where it is easier to sample by alternative means. Note that the
situation in sampling is much more complicated than the situation in optimization - in optimization
we do not have to worry about the distribution over the lowest energy states, merely which case is
extremal. In this sense projecting samples (e.g., by chain voting) does no harm, whereas this is not
true in sampling.
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Figure 19: The Boltzmann distribution for the embedded problem (left) differs from the Boltzmann distribution in the logical space (right). The characteristic temperature is also a function
of the utilization of samples. To obtain a set of samples in the variable space we either take
only those chain-intact samples (discarding all other cases), or we take all samples chain-voted
(projecting the chain-broken cases onto chain-intact ones). Whether we include chain-broken
samples or not affects the temperature we estimate, as does whether we evaluate in the space of
the original problem, or the embedded space.
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